
Heart bumps: Set up round!
On the front needle, Knit 6 stitches.   !
Slip last 6 stitches from the front needle and first 6 stitches from 
the back needle onto a stitch holder or scrap yarn then knit the 
last 6 stitches from the back needle. The outside edge is now the 
beginning of a round.  !
!Working just on the live 12 stitches: !
*Knit 2 rounds.!
K1, K2Tog, K2tog, K1 on both front & back needle (4 each needle)!
K1, K2tog K1!
on front needle then on back needle (3 each needle) *!
!

Stuff the heart then gather the tops and secure the ends. 
You can bring the ends down into the bump then up in the 
middle to create a hanger or add a pin back,!
or a lobster claw to hang it. !
!

a nearly no-sew                             for UkraineTiny Heart

Using a long tail cast on, and Yellow yarn, cast on 4 stitches!
Divide for Magic Loop, 2 stitches per needle. Join to knit in the round, being careful not to twist.!
    Round 1  Knit!
    Round 2  KFSB  in each stitch  (4 stitches on each needle) !
    Round 3   Knit!
    Round 4   (KFSB, knit 2, KFSB) on each needle (6 stitches on each needle)  !
    Round 5   Knit!
    Round 6  (KFSB, K to last  stitch, KFSB) on each needle (8 stitches on each needle)!
    Round 7   Knit!
    Rounds 8 & 9   Repeat rounds 6 and 7 (10 stitches on each needle)!
    Round 10 Repeat round 6 (12 stitches on each needle)!
    Round 11 to 14  Switch to BLUE and knit FOUR rounds  

Instructions for Magic Loop!
Gauge not critical but chose a smaller needles than usual for your yarn -  2.5mm 2.75mm or 3mm 
needles work with DK weight yarn !
I prefer  Knit Front Slip Back over KFB,  but you do you. Unlke the original Nearly No Sew Heart, for 
this small version, the KFSB increase begin and end the row of stitches on each needle.    !

!
Break the yarn with a long tail and thread a needle with 
the tail. Run it thru the live stitches but !
DO NOT GATHER - this is where you will stuff your 
heart.!
!
Starting fron the LEFT (outside) edge, put the remaining 
stitches back on the needles.!
Knit the 2nd heart bump: !
Knit 1 round then repeat above * to *  the break the yarn 
and thread thru the stitches.!
 !
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